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Velocity and Turbulent flow field at around the
cylindrical Pier
R. Karthik, U. Kumar, A.K. Barbhuiya

Abstract: This experimental study shows the velocity and
turbulence field at vicinity of cylindrical pier with scour hole
under clear water condition. The three dimensional velocity data
were obtained at 5 cm, 10 cm, 20 cm and 30 cm from the pier with
use of Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter at 360 degrees around the
pier with 30-degree interval. The flow behaviour were extensively
analyzed with the help of time averaged normalized velocity,
Turbulent intensity, Turbulent kinetic energy and Reynolds shear
stress plots. The study shows the flow behaviour at inside the scour
hole, at scour hole ring and outside the scour hole which gives the
elusive view of flow at vicinity of pier. An upstream side pier, the
flow behaviour almost follows the similar trend but behind a
cylinder the flow is asymmetry due to wake vortex and vortex
shedding found at the wake region. This study offers an ample
cognizance of flow structure at vicinity of circular pier, which is
essential in order to design an effective scour control structures
like rip-rap, W weir, vanes, slot and etc.,
Keywords: ADV, Bridge, Flow measurement, Local scour, open
channel, Pier

I. INTRODUCTION
Bridge failure in the river is one of the generic and
sensitive issues. On the testimony of [1]. Failures of bridges
and offshore structures are mainly caused by local scour. The
flow becomes complex and perturbated when it encountered
a vertical obstruction. A large number of experiments were
carried out to study the scour phenomena at bridge pier, and
they developed an empirical relation for finding scour depth
[2]. Prediction of scour depths by those available models is
not always accurate due to the sparsity of knowledge of the
flow features at the vicinity of piers [3], [4].
When flow met the obstruction, the downflow occurs at the
front of, and the base of the pier; the vortex started to
generate which is known as horseshoe vortex. The flow
further goes into the downstream side, and a wake vortex
occurs at a rear side of the pier which helps to keep the eroded
particle into floating conation. Woke vortex also acts like a
vacuum cleaner. The local scour developed at the vicinity of
the stanchion of a bridge is mainly caused by the horseshoe

vortex and wake vortex as articulated by [5]. The flow
character at a vicinity of the pier was reported by many
researchers in the past such as [6]–[13]and etc., [14] has
studied the flow structure at two eccentric piers, [15]has
compared the flow structures with circular and compound
piers. [16], [17] studied the flow character at side by side
piers and tandem piers. Some researchers have studied the
flow filed around the pier numerically, among [18]–[21] etc.,
The scour depth predictions by existing models are may
not always practical [22], the complete comprehension of
flow structure at vicinity of bridge pier is lacking [15]. [3] To
understand the scour mechanisms with apropos of flow and
turbulent inside the scour hole is deficient. The previous
researchers had measure the flow field in a particular region,
[6] had measure the flow properties at 0 to 90 degree with 30
degree interval and [3] had taken the flow data at 0, 45 and 90
degrees to study the horseshoe effect. [14] Had studied the
flow pattern from -90° to 90° with 45° interval, [4] has study
the flow pattern with 30° from 0° to 180°. In this study the
flow measurement were taken from 360° around the pier with
30° interval.
This experimental analysis was performed to get the
detailed flow features like velocity and turbulence
characteristics at inside, outside the scour hole at around the
circular pier to an entire 360 degree. This detailed flow
structure can give an insight to the designer, how the flow
behaves at inside the scour hole and verge of scour hole ring
when compared to outside the scour hole. Moreover better
grasp of flow structure can helps the modelling the process of
scour at vicinity of pier.
II. METHODS
The experimental runs were performed at a rectangular
flume located in Hydraulic Engineering laboratory at NIT
Silchar. The flume has a length of 20.45 m and
cross-sectional size of 0.8 m width and 0.8 m depth. A
perforated steel plate with the porosity of 0.7 covered the
entire width, which is placed at the inlet of the flume to
diminish the flow disturbances and stabilize the flow which
entered into the flume.
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Fig.1. Schematic diagram of experimental set-up
The flume was filled up to 40 cm with a uniform sand
particle having median size (d50) and geometric standard
deviation of particle distribution (σg) is 0.2 mm and 1.31
respectively. A gate valve can control the discharge of the
flume, and the release of water is calculated by measuring the
flow depth with point gauge at calibrated V notch. At the end
of the flume, a sediment trap is provided to arrest those
scoured particles. The flow depth was controlled by a tailgate
which located at the end of the flume.
The pier of diameter 7.5 cm is made out of Perspex. At 7.5
m from the inlet, the cylinder was placed. The selected pier
size is less than 10% of the width of the flume to reduce the
blockage effects [23]. The flume is capable enough to
generate 3-Dimensional flow; the flow is fully turbulent
before it reaches the test location which is ensured by the
formula of boundary layer thickness on smooth flat plate
δ=0.37LdULdv-0.2, Where, δ = thickness of Boundary layer,
Ld = Distance along the streamwise direction.
The flume bed was levelled carefully before the
experiment begins and the pier was placed on the centre of

the flume at the test location. The thin sheet flow of water
was allowed to pass through from the downstream end of the
flume, to avoid the erosive action of water on a bed. The
water was filled with low rate until it reached the desired
depth; after that, the experiment will begin when the main
pump is started. For clear water condition, the water is
allowed to run up to 24 hours to reach the quasi-equilibrium
scour as the maximum scour depth is exceeding more than
5mm after 24 hours performed by [24].
To achieve the clear water condition, the ratio of the shear
velocity of approaching flow U* to the critical shear velocity
of sediment U*cr should be less than unity. To achieve the
clear water condition U*/ U*cr was 0.67, the approaching flow
velocity and depth is kept at 18.88 cm/s and 27.78 cm
respectively. The velocity was measured around the pier with
the 30˚ interval to understand the flow features at the vicinity
of the pier. In each plane, the instantaneous velocity was
measured at four locations, namely, at the scour hole, 10 cm,
20 cm and 30 cm from the pier with the help of Acoustic
Doppler velocimeter (ADV).

Fig.2. Detailed view of velocity measurement points.
In this study, 5 cm down-looking ADV from Sontek is
used to obtain the 3-Dimensional instantaneous velocity. The
ADV comprised of one transmitting unit which is located at
the centre of the instrument and three receiving arms which
are stationed at 120˚ each. The working principle of ADV is
that the transmitting unit sends the acoustic signal which goes
into the water and gets reflected by the ambient particles
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processing module to measure the pulse-to-pulse Doppler
shift to give the 3D instantaneous velocity.
Horizon ADV is the software provided by the Sontek,
which helps to display the real-time three-dimensional
instantaneous velocities along with mean correlation and the
signal-noise ratio (SNR) with tabular and graphical form. The
SNR value is decidedly less when the ADV is closer to the
bed.
To obtain satisfactory data, the raw data of ADV has to
perform the de-spiking to remove unwanted and inaccurate
data. The de-spiking was done with the help of winADV
software [25], [26] which was provided by the Bureau of
Reclamation. To achieve the quality data, ADV standard
SNR and mean correlation is kept as greater than 15 and
greater than 70 and the data used in this study strictly
followed the afore-mentioned criteria [27].
Once the scour profile reached the equilibrium, the pump
stopped, and the water is allowed to be released from flume at
a low rate without disturbing the scour profile. The
instantaneous 3-Dimensional velocity was measured
vertically from bed at every 1 cm up to 10 cm, and the rest of
the flow depth was measured at every 2 cm. The velocity
measurement up to 5 cm from free surface is not possible due
to the limitation of ADV [28].

from the bed and at scour hole, the velocity is less but
fluctuate in nature due to the formation of horseshoe vortex.
Other than scour hole, the flow at flatbed follows a similar
trend as found by [15].
At upstream of the pier, u velocity at scour hole is
diminishing due to the stagnation pressure which occurred to
the presence of pier. At the location of scour hole in the plane
of symmetry the u velocity oscillates. At sides of the pier
(90˚ and 270˚) there is no fluctuation at the base of the pier,
which indicates the horseshoe vortex is diminished [3], the
strength of the streamwise velocity is very minimum. From
the graph, it is noticed that at downstream of the pier there is
not much fluctuation found up to the boundary layer.
From the graph, it is found that from scour hole to up to 10
cm along the plane of symmetry at the downstream side of
the pier is strongly affected by vortex shed. At downstream
other than the plane of symmetry, flow at flatbed almost
follows the similar trend except. The longitudinal velocity at
the scour hole in downstream is highly oscillated due to the
wake vortex.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The length of vertical measurements were normalized with
flow depth and approaching flow velocity was normalized by
mean approaching velocity, to get time-averaged normalized
velocities. The velocity component u, v and w is longitudinal,
lateral and vertical velocity respectively with the Cartesian
co-ordinate of x, y and z.
3.1. Scour profile at the vicinity of the pier
The depth of the equilibrium scour profile at the vicinity of
the pier was measured by a vernier point gauge with 5cm
square grid range. The contour level is computed by
subtracting the initial bed level and final scour bed level and
the maximum scour depth is found to be 10.7 cm at front of
the pier. From the contour is clearly visible that the scour hole
resembles the inverted cone shape and the sediment
deposition occurs at 30cm from the downstream of the pier.

Fig.3. Contour of scour hole around cylindrical pier.
3.2. Velocity Distribution
In fig. 4 the time-averaged normalized longitudinal
velocity u= u/U is shown vertically at different azimuthal
planes at a vicinity of the pier. The flow at flatbed which
outside the scour hole follows the law of wall up to 5 to 6 cm
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Fig.4. Vertical distribution of û at azimuthal sections: θ= 30˚,
60˚, 90˚, 120˚, 150˚, 180˚, 210˚, 240˚, 270˚, 300˚, 330˚ & 360˚.
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The normalized time averaged lateral velocity v̂ = v/U at
the vicinity of the pier of a different azimuthal plane is shown
in fig.5. From the diagram, it is found that the variation in
lateral velocity at upstream and sides of the pier follows the
same trend except for the plane of symmetry. Both upstream
and downstream plane of symmetry the magnitude is
minimal, and it fluctuates due to periodical shedding at
downstream.
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At a downstream side of the pier (150˚ and 210˚) there, two
primary vortices found among one is the clockwise vortex,
and another one is anti-clockwise vortex as the same
discovered by [10]. It is evident that the vortex at 150˚ is
bigger than the vortex in 210˚, from the graph is visible the
vortex started from 120˚.

considerably retarded after the scour hole which is seen from
the visual representation. Once the flow reached the scour
hole the magnitude of vertical velocity getting stronger in the
negative direction which indicates the downflow especially
closer to the bed, the same was found by[7]. At downstream
side in the plane of symmetry, vertical distribution of w
velocity is formidable and oscillating entire flow depth due to
the wake vortex.
3.3. Turbulent Intensity
Fig. 6 exhibits the time-averaged normalized turbulent
intensity u+ = (u′2 )0.5 /U, of streamwise direction and the
standardized time-averaged turbulent intensity in lateral v+
[= (v′2 )0.5 /U] and vertical w+ [= (w′2 )0.5 /U] direction in
figure 8 and 9 at different planes of cylindrical pier, where u′
is the fluctuation of u. The intensity of turbulent was
calculated from the root mean square value of velocity
fluctuations. The turbulent strength of tangential, radial and
vertical direction shows a similar trend as it was found by
[14].

Fig.5. Vertical distribution of v̂ at azimuthal sections: θ=
30˚, 60˚, 90˚, 120˚, 150˚, 180˚, 210˚, 240˚, 270˚, 300˚, 330˚ &
360˚.
The time-averaged normalized vertical velocity ŵ = w/U is
shown vertically at different planes around the pier in fig.6.
The vertical velocity at upstream and sides of the pier is
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Fig.6. Vertical distribution of u⁺ at azimuthal sections: θ=
30˚, 60˚, 90˚, 120˚, 150˚, 180˚, 210˚, 240˚, 270˚, 300˚, 330˚ &
360˚.
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and it reaches the maximum value at the plane of symmetry,
it is fluctuating in nature.
3.4. Turbulent Kinetic Energy
In fig.8 depicts the vertical distribution of time-averaged
normalized kinetic energy at vicinity of pier K̂ = [k/U2
=0.5(u⁺2+ v⁺2 + w⁺2)]. The core of turbulent kinetic energy is
found in the rear side of the pier due to the frequent shedding
of the vortex which is seen from the illustration. In the
upstream side, the magnitude of K is comparatively less as it
was found by[16].

Fig.7. Vertical distribution of v⁺ at azimuthal sections: θ=
30˚, 60˚, 90˚, 120˚, 150˚, 180˚, 210˚, 240˚, 270˚, 300˚, 330˚ &
360˚.
From chart 6, it is evident that the turbulent intensity in the
upstream side, on the plane of symmetry is high as seen by
[3]. At the upstream side of the pier, both the flanks from
plane of symmetry the magnitude of turbulent intensity is
getting retarded as the angles as well as lateral distance is
increased. And it is reached the minimal values at sides of the
pier as the same was found by[14]. The turbulent intensity is
strong in downstream of the pier than upstream as it was said
by[7].
The radial turbulent intensity is minimum at the upstream
side and maximum at a downstream side of the pier. At
downstream side, compared to the plane of symmetry the
magnitude of turbulence at scour hole is high at 120˚ and
210˚. This observation shows that the powerful vortices
formed both the sides of the plane of symmetry and the
magnitude is maximum in 120˚ than others.
The vertical turbulent intensity plot is not shown here due
to space restrain, moreover the magnitude of vertical
turbulence is minimum and negligible. In an upstream side of
the pier the strength of turbulent at scour hole have
pronounced bulges at the near bed, and the turbulent intensity
at 10, 20 and 30 cm follows the similar trend. At downstream
side the magnitude is high when compared to upstream side
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Fig.8. Vertical distribution of K̂ at azimuthal sections: θ=
30˚, 60˚, 90˚, 120˚, 150˚, 180˚, 210˚, 240˚, 270˚, 300˚, 330˚ &
360˚.
Inside the scour hole the magnitude of K̂ at plane of
symmetry is minimum when compared to other places. The
magnitude of K̂ is high at sides of the pier and very minimum
at a downstream side at the plane of symmetry where the
separation of flow occurs due to the formation of two
paramount vortices. At downstream side, from 120 degree to
210 degree the magnitude of kinetic energy at inside the
scour hole is bulges near bed surface and above that the
magnitude is very minimum.
3.5. Reynolds Stress
The normalized Reynolds stress of tangential direction uw⁺
[= -u'w'/u͙2], radial direction vw⁺ [= -v'w'/u͙2] and at different
section around the pier are plotted, Where u’= velocity
fluctuation of u, v’= velocity fluctuation of v, w’= velocity
fluctuation of w and u͙ = shear velocity of approaching flow.

The figure 9 depicts that
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the Reynolds stress at upstream is reasonably linear from the
plane of symmetry as the same found by [7] and at plane of
symmetry of upstream and downstream it reaches the
maximum values and retarded in nature towards the sides of
the pier. In the upstream side, a notable bulge of uw⁺ occurs
in scour hole just above the bed level.
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Fig.9. Vertical distribution of uw⁺ at azimuthal sections:
θ= 30˚, 60˚, 90˚, 120˚, 150˚, 180˚, 210˚, 240˚, 270˚, 300˚,
330˚ & 360˚.
The magnitude of uv⁺ is high in the wake region of the pier
when compared to uw⁺ and vw⁺ as the same found by [17]. In
contrary to uw⁺ in a plane of symmetry, the values of uv⁺ and
vw⁺ are minimum. In 120˚ and 240˚, the values of uv⁺ are
high due to the formation of two Primary vortexes and
magnitude is high at 240˚ than 120˚.
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Fig.10. Vertical distribution of uv⁺ at azimuthal sections:
θ= 30˚, 60˚, 90˚, 120˚, 150˚, 180˚, 210˚, 240˚, 270˚, 300˚,
330˚ & 360˚.
The value of vw⁺ at sides of the pier is high and retarded
towards the plane of symmetry and attains the minimum
values. The graph of vw⁺ not shown here, because not
showing any unique trend, moreover the Magnitude of vw⁺ in
10, 20 and 30 cm around the pier is very minimum and
negligible except at scour hole.
IV. CONCLUSION
The velocity and turbulent flow around cylindrical pier
with the scour hole under clear water condition was measured
with ADV. The normalized plots of velocity, turbulent
intensity, Reynolds shear stress at different azimuthal section
of pier has shown in this study which can provide the better
understanding of the flow behaviour at inside and outside the
scour hole.
▪ Before The flow near bed at outside the scour hole
follows the law of wall up to 6 cm. At sides of the pier,
there is no fluctuation at the base of the pier, which
indicates the horseshoe vortex is diminished; the
strength of the stream-wise velocity is very minimum.
▪ The lateral velocity shows two primary vortexes formed at
wake region of pier and one is clockwise and another
oneanti-clock wise in nature with asymmetrical
magnitude.
▪ The turbulent intensityat tangential direction is high in the
plane of symmetry and it gets diminishes when the angle
and lateral distances increases.
▪ The magnitude of kinetic energy is high at sides of the pier
and low at the line of symmetry.
Taking velocity data at inside the scour hole is very difficult
due to shape of scour hole as it is resembles the inverted
cone where one of the ADV receiver touch the bed and
other two receiver is little away from the bed, further
study need to be conducted to overcome this issue.
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